SAY GO PROJECT

April 2020

～Spread the Seigokan overseas and contribute internationally～
Seigokan overseas secretary general
Koichi Nakano
■Project Name
「正剛プロジェクト」

(Seigo Purojekuto)

■English notation
「SAY GO PROJECT」
■Meaning → "Say to go"
➩ Translate: "A lot of difficulties await in our future life, but we will always call on you to
move forward with the spirit of [Honesty, Indomitability, Humility, and Courtesy]!"
■Purpose
Last year was the year of substitution from Heisei to Reiwa, but in the sports world, the Rugby
World Cup Japan tournament has made Japan and the world enthusiastic. And finally, this
year, Karate, our long-cherished wish, will be held as an official event at the Tokyo Olympics.
Now it has become the “Karate of the World,” but the role played by the Seigokan in its
diffusion process is not small.
Beginning with the establishment of the Hong Kong Seigokan and Macau Seigokan in 1967,
our comrades are working hard to foster youth and contribute to the community on five
continents except Africa. When I went to the site, I was glad to hear that karate is helping to
prevent crimes caused by poverty, but the leaders did not receive monthly fees or screening
fees (cannot receive them), and the countries (regions) ).
On the other hand, children in Japan are in a very blessed environment, and many students
have several high-quality karate uniforms. Of course, I think that it is handed over to brothers
and small juniors, but if there is surplus karategi, I would like to offer it to overseas comrades
and make a small international contribution.
In the era of reiwa and globalization, the children of the world through Karate are considered
to be a great opportunity to connect with each other. Without losing this opportunity that the
Olympics were held in Japan and karate was an official event, the spread of karate and the
Seigokan both in Japan and overseas, international contributions to overseas children who are
difficult to buy karate clothes, and We designed the “Say Go Project” to help Japanese children
feel closer to the world and live a vibrant future in the international community.
We would like to ask for your great cooperation in the project that can only be done by the
Seigokan, which was spread by the approach of 20 countries with the attitude of "Honesty,
Indomitability and Humility", including the founder of Tada Seigo kanso.
■Implementation Date
・From the 95th Anniversary all Japan Karate Do Championship Tournament 2020 &
Demonstration.

■ Contents of implementation
・ Have them organize at each dojo and bring them to the 95th Tournament. Or send it to the
overseas headquarters.
(The Kanji name on is more popular overseas)
↓
・ The overseas headquarters will collect the desired quantity and size of each country and sort
the collected karategi.
↓
・ Give the karategi that can be given at the national convention. Non-participating countries,
will be sent later on international mail.
■ Interaction between children
・ Please write a simple letter with karategi along with your name and address in English.
(Basically, it is meaningful to write in English, but if it is not possible, an English
translation will be given at the overseas headquarters.)
↓
・ Must oblige overseas children who have obtained karategi to write to the children who
provided them. (Each letter must be exchanged at least one time, and if they want
subsequent exchanges keep interaction.)
■Budget
Overseas shipping fee ￥ 50,000

(overseas headquarters expenses)

We do not sell for the purpose of the project.
■ From the perspective of SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)
SDGs: Consists of 17 global goals and 169 targets for sustainable development
UN Development Goals
Of the 17 global goals, this project falls into the following four categories.
4: Provide inclusive and equitable quality education for all and promote lifelong learning opportunities
10: Reducing inequality within and between countries
12: Ensure sustainable production and consumption patterns
17: Strengthen implementation tools for sustainable development and stimulate global partnerships

※This letter is written for Seigokan General Assembly 2020.

Using translation software with

insufficient time to translate into English, Portuguese, Spanish.
※I enclose some face mask for COVID19. Take care & save your life!

See you!

